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INHABITING THE SPATIAL CITY:  
SCHEME OF INTERVENTION
INHABITING THE SPATIAL CITY:
PAVILIONS, ISOMETRIC DRAWING
MOBILE UNIT: SPACE MODULE
MOBILE UNIT: UNFOLDING STAGES

- Container chassis
- Space module, structural components
- Space module, furniture, appliances, and computer interface
- Container shell
- Sitting stairs and flightcase unfolded
- Electrical infrastructure and milling machine
- Container fully equipped, space module locked
- Front doors open and staircase unfolded
- Mobile unit fully operational
- Container side panels
- Space module deployed
- Mobile unit fully operational
- Space module, furniture, appliances, and computer interface
5-Axis milling machine
Glass encasement

MOBILE UNIT:
SPACE MODULE IN PARKING LOCK
Space module
- Locking hatch, acoustically effective
- Sitting cubes
- Satellite dish
- Structural spaceframe of the module
- Window
- Flexible e-chain for module power supply, stretched
- Chalkboard/Folding tables
- Ladder to enter the container
- Door to the container
- Flightcase, unfolded (2 decks, mixer, amplifier, speaker)
- Umbrellas with photoactive membrane
- Umbrella stands, portable
- Umbrella stands, fixed
- Window
- Container sidepanel, fixed
- Seating steps, unfolded
- Container sidepanel, openable
- Container door wing

MOBILE UNIT:
SPACE MODULE DEPLOYED
MOBILE UNIT:
FLOOR PLANS AND ELEVATION

Space module in parking lock
Mobile Unit fully operational
Space module deployed, sitting stairs unfolded
Mobile Unit, front elevation

MOBILE UNIT:
FLOOR PLANS AND ELEVATION
MOBILE UNIT:
DATABASE